Product sheet wallcovering adhesive BK23
Specifications
Type:

A starch/PVAC combination adhesive for bonding vinyl wallcovering with a paper backing and
non woven backing up to ± 300 gr/m2 on an absorbent surface. The adhesive is ready for use,
also in wallpaper machines. Stir well before use.

Composition:

Liquid wallcovering adhesive based on polyvinylacetate and starch.

Properties
Appearance:

White, liquid adhesive

pH:

Approx 7,5

Solvents:

No. VOC content: < 1 gr./L. as a consequence of guideline 2004/42/EC

Coverage:

± 150 - 300 g/m2, covers approximately 6 - 3 m2 per kilo (varies per backing and surface)

Open time:

± 30 min. max.

Drying time:

Up to about 24 hours

Shelf life:

± 6 months - in closed original packiging, cool and dry - protect from frost

Min. working

Ideal processing temperature >15 oC. Do not process at a temperature of <5 oC and /
or a humidity of >70%.

temperature:
Ecological information:

Contains no hazardous ingredients. Based on starch and polyvinylacetate in aqueous
dispersion. Biologically degradable. Contains no heavy metals.

Directions for use
Preparation:

Stir well before use. Apply the paste with a pasting machine on the back of the material.
The walls have to be flat, solid and thoroughly dry: free of grease and dust. Completely
remove existing wallcoverings and paint marks.

Application:

After pasting apply the wallcovering, the max. open time is about 30 minutes. Press the
wallcovering firmly against the wall using a plastic smoother.

Cleaning storage:

Close the joint and remove any paste that might have splashed onto the wallcovering with a
sponge, or cloth dampened with clean water. Tools can be cleaned with water immediately after
use.

Packaging and Transportation
Packaging:

Plastic buckets of 12 kg

Transportation:

Not classified as hazardous for transport. Transport by sea or land, not by air.

Storage conditions:

Keep dry, cool and closed in original packaging. Protect against frost.
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